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Mr Brown brought libel proceedings against Mr Bower and Faber and Faber
concerning a reference to him in Mr Bower's book about Mr Blair's decade
as Prime Minister, Broken Vows, which suggested that in 1998 the News of
the World had accused Mr Brown of having paid rent boys for consensual
rough sex.
Mr Bower included the reference only to explain how Mr Brown came
publicly to admit he was gay in the News of the World, which prompted
some notable press reaction at the time.
Mr Bower defends his original report on public interest grounds, relying on
earlier published accounts by senior Labour politicians and advisers. Mr
Brown challenges the availability of that defence on the ground that the
book did not make clear that the News of the World did not in fact publish
the "rent boy" allegations, which were untrue. Nor did the book record the
fact that Mr Brown strongly denied the allegations.
Against this background, the parties are pleased to confirm that they have
now resolved their differences in order to bring this litigation to an end.
Mr Brown accepts that Mr Bower and Faber and Faber published the
offending passage in good faith as part of a chronological political narrative
and that they did not seek to adopt the allegations, which they accept were
untrue. Mr Bower and Faber and Faber regret any distress or
embarrassment that the publication may have caused to Mr Brown, which
was never intended. Once he was aware of Mr Brown's concerns, Mr Bower
agreed to change the reference to him in subsequent editions of the book.
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